
TURMEL: Oxford is 107th Guinness Record Election Contested 

 

JCT: I registered for the June 19 2023 Oxford federal  

by-election. It's the county right next to Brantford so only  

half an hour away.  

 

It will give me the opportunity to bring attention to my  

Motion to the Supreme Court asking them  

to reconsider declaring Covid a false alarm needing no  

vaccines. Mine is the only case to make it to the top.   

http://SmartestMan.Ca/c19   

http://SmartestMan.Ca/c19flyer.pdf  for short.  

http://SmartestMan.Ca/c19a3tlj.pdf   

 

http://SmartestMan.Ca/c19reps has reports detaling the court fight.  

 

Senate Bill S.233 is setting us up to have our government  

funding canceled and replaced by a guaranteed livable basic  

income (if you qualify with the health requirements by being  

vaxed). Could Trudeau be that tricky? Read my post   

https://groups.google.com/g/can.legal/c/rlD1x0I_Ohk  

 

Wouldn't it be neat if the Oxford candidate for Parliament  

can organize a protest at the Supreme Court in Ottawa.  

 

I'll be referring people to the series of video interviews I  

did with Hugh Reilly at http://SmartestMan.Ca/thatchannel on  

how the man with the same education as Science Officer Spock  

who had the math to figure out the winningest way to go  

(Engineering & Matheamtics of Gambling) is the only way  

they'll save themselves from what the FOE Forces Of Evil  

have planned for them. http://SmartestMan.Ca/gambler   

 

My most important lessons are poetic:  

 

- http://SmartestMan.Ca/1974  on how Mr. Spock would save us  

from financial collapse with interest-free Bank of Canada  

credit cards for all;  

 

- http://SmartestMan.Ca/globalwarming  on avoiding being  

suckered into reducing CO2 that does not cause warming;  

 

- http://SmartestMan.Ca/fauci  on how we were scammed by the  

Covid False Alarm into lockdowns and then forced vaccines to  

escape. 

 

- http://SmartestMan.Ca/aboutjct.pdf explains where the whole world got 

things wrong and SmartestMan.Ca got it right.  

 

If it turns you off for someone to claim to be  

SmartestManOnEarth.Ca http://SmartestMan.Ca  for short, then  

don't set up your LETS financial lifeboat timebank; stop  

farming to fight CO2; and take the kill-shot to keep your  

pension. Remember me when your family is living with you in your  
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car.  

 

All I can ask you do to is pass this message along with  

links for others to read and pass it along too. It contains  

all the info you need to survive what's coming.  


